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PREFACE 

In this study, the author seeks to learn what the Re

formatory experience does to first-offender inmates in the 

area of attitudes. Goal of the study is to identify the at

titude areas and objects toward which inmate attitudes change, 

and to note the direction of change, from hostile to friend

ly, or from friendly to hostile. 

The author is indebted to Superintendent Roy M. Frost of 

the Kansas State Industrial Reformatory for his unqualified 

support and his cooperation in making the institution records 

and the inmates of the sample available for purposes of this 

study. Thanks are also due the cell house officers, detail 

officers, and desk boys whose assistance and cooperation have 

made the study a pleasant experience. Research was under the 

supervision of Mr. Frank N. Entwisle, whose encouragement and 

assistance was invaluable to the study. 

It is hoped that the findings here presented may become 

a positive contribution to the program of reformation and re

habilitation at K.S.I.R. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM OF ATTITUDES AT 

KANSAS STATE INDUSTRIAL REFORMATORY 

Introduction of Problem. For a number of years, the ad

ministrative officers of Kansas State Industrial Reformatory 

have been dissatisfied with the results of the institution 

program as seen in the behavior of inmates and of parolees. 

Inside the Reformatory, inmates guilty of infractions 

of rules are required to appear on a ncourt line " for a hear

ing and to receive punishment when needed. For the twelve

months period ending in May, 1954, an average of 25 per cent 

of the inmates was guilty of rule infractions each month. 

For the same period, an average of 3 per cent of the total 

population each month was guilty of infractions which result

ed in confinement in segregated cells. 

Outside the institution, records of parolee successes 

and failures are not encouraging. According to institution 

records, only 46 per cent of the inmates paroled in 1940 were 

granted honorable discharges at the end of the t wo-year parole 

period. Only 56 per cent of those paroled ten years later, 

in 1950, earned honorable discharges. · For the eight-year 

period ending July 1, 1952, an average of 17 per cent of the 

total inmate population at the Reformatory consisted of re

turned parolees. 
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Since the objective of the institution is the rehabili

tation of its inmates, Reformatory administrators and offi

cials have continually sought to rehabilitate an increasingly 

large percentage of parolees . Rehabilitation , in this study, 

is thought to consist of re-forming the thinking and the mo 

tives of inmates and the teaching of vocational skills that 

will aid them in making for themselves a respectable place in 

society. This process begins as soon as the inmate is admitted 

to the institution. In this effort they have felt the need 

for more information which might help answer the question: 

"Exactly what is the Reformatory and its program. doing to, 

and for, its inmates?" 

Study in several areas is needed to reveal the total im-

pact of the Reformatory upon its inmates. One area in par

ticular, that of attitudes, gave promise of throwing consid

erable light upon behavior problems. A review of literature 

in the field of attitude studies points to attit~des as im

portant factors in delinquent behavior. It was decided, 

therefore, that a study of attitudes and attitude changes 

might produce information of value in planning the total 

program of rehabilitation. 

The benefits of a higher percentage of rehabilitated 

parolees would accrue both to the individuals whose lives 

are salvaged and to society in general , who will be spared 

the expense of future confinement. 

Statement of Problem . The problem of this study is: 
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"What changes in attitudes take place in first-offender in

mates during their terms at the Reformatory?" The plan for 

the study is to administer the same objective-type question

naire to a group of inmates at three critical periods during 

their stay in the institution. The ways in which the question

naire is marked will indicate friendly, indifferent, or hos

tile attitudes toward each of several attitude objects. The 

answers, which are to be kept anonymous, are to be tabulated 

after each administration. This study seeks the answers to 

two questions: 1. "Which of certain specified attitudes have 

changed for the group as a whole during the period?" and 2. 

"What is the direction of the change? " The questionnaire and 

its administration is discussed more fully in Chapter III. 

Analysis of Problem. This is a study of changes in cer

tain specified attitudes pertaining to people, institutions, 

citizenship, and various other areas which are thought to 

influence behavior at the Reformatory. The fir s t-offender, 

for purpose of this study, is the boy who comes to the Re

formatory for his first confinement in a maximum-security 

institution. It was thought that the first-offender would 

reflect more accurately than the parole violator the impact 

of the institution and its program. Attitudes of the vio

lator are influenced by events which followed his fir s t re

lease on parole. The first "term" in the Reformatory is con

sidered to be the period between the first and last adminis

tration of the questionnaire. The f irst was given poon after 
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the inmate was "dressed in" at the beginning of his sentence . 

The last was given within thirty days before he met his first 

parole board . The scope of the present study has been lim

ited to an analysis of two phases of attitude change--identi

fication of specific attitudes which are affected , and the 

direction of change . No attempt has been made to measure the 

amounts of change nor to seek out causes of the changes . 



CHAPTER II 

A REVIEW OF PERTINENT LITERATURE 

Studies in Delinquency. Students of juvenil·e delinquen

cy and criminology early recognized the importance of atti

tude analysis in any study of causes of past behavior and be

havior prediction. The works of Clifford R. Shaw, Frederic 

M. Thrasher, and Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck are t ypical of 

studies in these areas. 

Thrasher was among the earliest of the students to rec-

ognize the importance of attitudes in a delinquency problem. 

As part of a series of ns tudies in Urban Sociology," Thrasher 

reported his study of 1,313 gangs of juvenile delinquents in 

Chicago. In this report, he draws the conclusion that, "too 

often the boy delinquent has been dealt with as if he were a 

purely biological, pre-determined individual mechanism. To 

treat him in this way," continues Thrasher, uis to neglect 

what is usually the most essential element in the ptoblem, 

viz., his own attitudes with reference to various factors in 

the situation and to possible plans formulated in his behalf."1 

Shaw2 pioneered in what he terms the nown story" tech

nique in his studies of delinquent boys in the Chicago slum 

areaso Certain boys whose records revealed the t ypical 

1Frederic M. Thrasher, The Gang. University of Chicago 
Press, 1927, p. 500. 

2Clifford R. Shaw, The Jack-Roller--A Delinquent Boy's 
Own Story, University of Chicago Press, 1930, p. 55. 
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delinquent pattern and who possessed the necessary verbal 

ability were chosen to write detailed accounts of their own 

lives, including thoughts, feelings, and motives, as well as 

factual data. One such study by Shaw points out very emphat

ically a fact which may be easily overlooked, namely, that 

whether or not a person perceives a fact or a situation in 

its true light or meaning is not important. He will behave 

as if his perceptions were true and in accordance with his 

own feelings. Therefore, in handling any behavior problem 

it is essential to deal with facts as the subject perceives 

them and with his personal attitudes in mind . 

In another study,3 Shaw concludes that incarceration 

had little effect upon the tendency toward delinquency of 

the five Martin brothers. He states: 

"The autobiographies of Edward and his brothers, 
in contrast with the autobiographies of other former 
inmates, indicate that these brothers reacted much 
more favorably to the institution than do a large pro
portion of the boys. Yet four of the five brothers 
continued in crime after their release. This indi
cates that no permanent modifications were effected 
in their behavior; in short, it indicates that the 
correctional school did not modify their well-devel
oped tendencies to engage in delinquency. It is 
probable that no correctional institution should be 
expected completely to redefine and redirect tend
encies which are so well defined and well developed 
as the tendencies toward delinquency that were ex
hibited in the Martin brothers. Their delinquencies 
were a product of attitudes and habits which had 
been in the process of formation over a long period 
of time, so it would be expected that their modifi
cation would likewise be a long and tedious process." 

3Clifford R. Shaw, H. D. McKay , and J. F. McDonald, 
Brothers in Crime. University of Chicago Press, 1938. p. 201. 
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Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck4 have engaged in several 

studies which compare delinquents with law-abiding boys. 

One study compares two groups with respect to what their 

usual attitudes are regarding all forms of authority--paren

tal, school, and that of society in general as personified 

by police officers, judges, and others. They conclude that 

basic attitudes toward authorities are of prime importance 

in assessing the causal forces of persistent delinquency. 

An important work by Frank Tannenbaum in 1938 has point

ed out the need for salvaging any good qualities which may 

be present in an inmate. He states that the prison's first 

task is "to attempt to prevent the tendency to dwell in the 

past that is general and inevitable among men forced to live 

in an environment which does not engage their initiative and 

interest. 11 .5 The prison educational system, he says, must 

prevent the deterioration which is an al.most inevitable by

product of confinement. 

This position seems to receive considerable support from 

a report by Donald Clemmer in 19406, at least from the stand

point of stimulating interest and initiative on the part of 

inmates, which may result in retardation of deterioration. 

Clemmer maintains that the great·est single obligation of a 

4sheldon and Eleanor Glueck, Delinquents in the Making. 
Harper and Brothers, New York, 19.52, pp. 142-143. · 

'Frank Tannenbaum.A Crime and the Community, Ginn and 
Company, New York, 193~, p. 313. 

6Donald Clemmer, The Prison Community, The Christopher 
Publishing House, Boston, 1940, p. 276. 
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prison is to stimulate and provide interests of a wholesome 

nature in spare time activities. He adds: "If we can improve 

by. re-education the constellation of attitudes which are as

sociated with the usage of leisure intervals, we may make 

progress in reducing crime, as industrial training in prison 

never has." Clemmer has concluded that most criminals must 

be taught that basic satisfactions of life are not to be found 

in the field of work, but in the field of leisure-time activ

ities. 

As early as 1931, Henry E. Field, of the State Depart-
; 

ment of Education, Boston, Massachusetts, was analyzing at-

titudes of prisoners as factors in rehabilitation. In this 

study, attitudes toward the institution, toward crime, and 

toward society in general were judged from the expressed 

opinions of inmates and from behavior shown in the course of 

administrative contacts. It was recognized that such a study 

depends largely upon the observer's ability to ielect repre

sentative material. Field concluded that: 

. "Having the question of attitudes particularly 
in mind, there are two principles of treatment which 
seem in accord both with practical experience and 
with the findings of modern psychology. The sense 
of justice, either of the group or of the individual, 
should so far as possible, be satisfied by reason
able, honest action, supplemented by explanation and 
pursuasion. The purpose and the values behind treat
ment measures should, so far as possible, be appre
ciated by those subjected to them. Such a course 
diminishes resentment toward disciplinary methods, 
and, through the understanding that it fosters, makes 
intelligent cooperation possible."? 

'IHenry E. Field, 11The Attitudes of Prisoners As A Factor 
i~ ~ehabilitation." The Annals of the American Academy of Po
litical and Social Science, 157:150-163, Sept., 1931. 
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A group of studies by sociologists published within a 

period of seventeen years, beginning in 1933, are closely re

lated to the measurement of attitudes and attitude changes of 

reformatory inmates. 

Rasmussen's study in 19398 sounded out the attitudes of 

prisoners at Stateville branch of Illinois State Penitentiary 

on various phases of parole, the determination of sentences 

by the parole board, supervision of parolees, and institu

tional preparation for parole. He used four techniques, es

say-form questionnaires, objective-type questionnaires, some 

elaborated accounts of views, and interviews, in getting at 

the real feelings of inmates. Good rapport was established 

by six weeks of close association with the inmates before the 

investigation was begun. 

Rasmussen found that "a majority of prisoners writing 

essay-type questionnaires believe the prison does nothing 

to prepare them for good parole behavior." He found further 

that 0 there are prisoners who state that prison life has cre

ated in them a desire to 'make good.' They are usually men 

who have lost themselves in some fascinating work, or in 

study, or in religion." 

Another interesting finding of Rasmussen is that: 

"Overshadowing all other conclusions, amazing 
to the author, even after having read background 
material by Frank Tannenbaum, Victor Nelson, Thomas 
Mott Osborne, and others, was the reluctance of 
prisoners to speak freely about penal officials 

Bnonald Rasmussen , "Prisoner Opinion About Parole ," Amer
ican Sociological Review, 1940, p. 584. 
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and the treatment they provided. Until there was 
absolute assurance of anonymity, almost all pris
oners at Stateville Penitentiary felt constrained 
to express those opinions which they thought would 
do themselves the most good individually .•• 
Opinions obtained by persons through legitimate 
channels, with methods endorsed by the administra
tion, undoubtedly reflect what prisoners think they 
are expected to say rather than attitudes toward the 
administration. Only on the condition that opinions 
are to remain anonymous will they reflect attitudes 
toward values pertinent to the study." 

A study of certain attitudes of prison inmates by Raymond 

Corsini9 has produced interesting results. Corsini questioned 

fifty inmates who had been given release dates at Auburn pris

on on their attitudes toward various phases of prison life. 

No record was kept of prisoners' names. This was thought to 

encourage prisoners to speak more freely. Fifty per cent of 

the inmates admitted that they had been reasonably happy in 

prison, while 60 per cent felt that they personally had ben

efitted from incarceration. Chief stated causes for crime 

were: need for money, drink, foolishness, and environment. 

Two studies, one by John L. Reusser and a second by Don

ald Clemmer, have given some thought to the effect of the 

prison experience upon attitudes of the inmates, but evidence 

presented to support the findings is not conclusive. Reusser, 

in a doctoral dissertation in 1933,lO has stated that personal 

attitudes of training school boys are apparently not changed 

9Raymond Corsini, "A Study of Certain ttitudes of Pris
on Inmates." Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology 1946 37 :132-140. - - - _______ , ' 

lOJohn L. Reusser, "Personal Attitudes of Delinquent 
Boys." The Journal of Juvenile Research, 17:19, January, 1933. 
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by residence in the institution. There is some evidence, he 

adds, to support the contention that the mere fact of commit

ment to the institution does not change these attitudes. 

In a report in 1950, Clemmer 11 states that from 40 to 80 

per cent of released prisoners are recommitted. "The effect 

of the prison on the individual, " he says, "may in part be 

responsible for recidivism." He gives the following as fac

tors which help to reduce the effect of prisonization upon 

the individual: short sentences, stable personalities, con

tinuance of positive outside relationships, refusal to inte

grate with prison primary groups, refusal to accept prison 

codes, chance relationships with favorable inmates, and re

fraining from abnormal sex behavior. 

A study by Ruths. Tolman12 of the Los Angeles County 

Probation Department points out differences in attitudes be

tween groups of repeating criminals and first off enders. The 

author used two groups of male applicants for probation in 

Los Angeles county. One group was composed of fifty first 

offenders; the other consisted of fifty prisoners, each guilty 

of at least three prior offenses. She found that repeaters 

show significantly higher ratings in the following categories: 

political insurgency, nchip on the shoulder," antagonism 

llnonald Clemmer, "Observations of Imprisonment As A 
Source of Criminality," Journal of Criminal Law and Criminol-
QQ.., 1950, pp. 311-319. - -- --

12Ruth S. Tolman, 1'Some Differences in Attitudes Between 
Groups of Repeating Criminals and First Offenders." Journal 
of Criminal Law and Criminology, 30: 196, 1939-1940 •. 
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toward authority, reserve with father, antagonism toward fa

ther, reserve with mother, and lack of integration with ideal. 

As a group, these studies are indispensable to an under

standing of prisoner attitudes--what they are, why they are 

formed, and how they may be changed. Two of the studies have 

considered attitude changes due to incarceration. None, how

ever, has sought to observe objectively changes of attitude 

in first offenders due to _influences both inside and outside 

an institution during incarceration. This group of studies 

does not, of course, include all those which are helpful in 

understanding attitudes. Rather, it includes those which are 

thought to have the most direct bearing upon the present study. 



CHAPrER III 

:METHODS AND PROCEDURES IN THE STUDY 

The Questionnaire. A technique for attitude measurement 

which was as objective as possible and with which anonymity 

could be maintained was thought most desirable. The author, 

therefore, devised an objective-type questionnaire using the 

Thurstone-type scale for this purpose. 

Advantages of the objective-type questionnaire over other 

techniques were in evidence. The inmate needs only to under

stand the statements he reads, select the one which most near

ly expresses his feelings, and put his mark in the appropriate 

place. No demands are made upon the inmate's ability to ex

press his feelings in speaking or in writing and none are 

made upon the author's ability to interpret the inmate's 

statements and to classify his feelings. Further, complete 

anonymity could be maintained when only "X" mark·s were placed 

on questionnaires. 

The essay as a technique was eliminated because of its 

literary demands upon inmates. Another danger is that more 

weight unintentionally may be given the feelings of the in

mate who writes more clearly, more fully, or more forcefully 

than another. In this study, the feelings of all inmates 

were to be given equal consideration. The interview was 

eliminated for reasons of anonymity and the need for self

expression on the part of the inmates. 

13 
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In summary, the objective-type questionnaire appeared to 

be the only technique which could assure complete anonymity, 

consider the feelings of the inmate sample equally, classify 

the expressions of feeling, and eliminate the dangers of sub

jective appraisal by the author. True, the instrument used 

in this study has its weaknesses. Among them is the fact that 

it makes no provision for the various shades of feeling. Only 

five categories are used. These , however, are thought to be 

adequate for purposes of this study. The questionnaire is in

cluded in Appendix A. 

Attitude areas included in the instrument used are: 

I. Society as a whole 
A. Immediate family 

1. Father 
2. Mother 
3. Brothers and Sisters 

B. Home Comm.unity and friends 
c. Society in general 
D. Business associates 

II. Education 
A. Schools 

1. Subject matter 
2. Teachers 
3. Activities 

B. Vocational schools 

III. Work 
A. Physical or other work 
B. Vocational plans 

IV. Government 
A. Law 
B. Officers of the law 

1. Enforcement officers 
2. The judge 
3. Parole officers 

C. The Institution 
1. The program 
2. Detail officers and guards 
3. Other inmates 
4. Incarceration 
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V. Intangibles 
A. Reasons for being at K.S.I.R. 
B. Citizenship 
C. Religion 

Under the name of each attitude object is a list of five 

statements. These were so designed and arranged that the 

first statement in each group expresses a most friendly atti

tude toward the object. The second expresses a friendly at-

titude but less friendly than the first. The third statement 

is considered to express a neutral feeling. The fourth state-

ment expresses a hostile attitude toward the object, while the 

fifth expresses the most hostile attitude. No large number of 

judges was used to select statements, as is the case in the 

Thurstone techni que , since quantification of the statements 

· was not necessary. Judgment of degree of friendliness or 

hostility was made by the author and approved by the Advisory 

Committee. 

Use of the Questionnaire. For each administration of the 

questionnaire, a count was taken of the number of times each 

of the five responses was marked for each attitude object. 

At the close of the study, a comparison was made of total 

counts for each response. This reveals the specific attitudes 

which changed during the term and the direction of the change. 

Administration of the Questionnaire. Administration was 

preceded by a period of explanation and clarification. That 

part of the population which was to become the sample was 

quizzed in groups of from five to ten inmates. Small groups 

were believed to respond more freely than larger groups with 
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questions and comments. An informal atmosphere leading to 

good rapport was more quickly established with the smaller 

group. Furthermore, expediency favored small groups for 

reasons that will be seen in the discussion of the sample. 

No identifying mark was to be made on the questionnaire. 

All inmates used pencils and placed only "X" marks on the 

sheets. Each inmate was to read and make sure that he under

stood all five statements found in each group. He was asked 

to place the nx n in front of one statement only in each group-

that one which most nearly expressed his feeling about the 

particular attitude object in question. Meanings of words 

or phrases which were not clear to inmates were explained. 

The same questionnaire was to be given three times, the first 

soon after the "dressing in" procedure at the beginning of 

the sentence, the second about thirty days later after inmates 

had been assigned to work details, and the last some eight 

months after the second questionnaire. In the ca ses of most 

inmates in the sample, the final administration fell within 

a thirty-day period prior to the inmate's first parole board 

hearing. Complete anonymity wa s maintained to insure protec

tion for inmates and to insure authentic findings for the 

study. 

Source of Data. The sample for this study consists of 

forty-six first-offender inmates received at the Reformatory 

between the first week of June, 1954, and the first week of 

September of the same year. With a total first-offender 
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population of 314, approximately a 15 per cent sample was 

studied. The figure represented all first-timers received 

between the selected dates. None was excluded. 

The following table is offered to show that the sample 

is typical of the total population. Comparisons are made on 

the basis of marital status, age distribution, race distri

bution, and nature of charge. An analysis of the table will 

be made in Chapter IV. 
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TABLE I 

A COMPARI SON OF SAIVIPLE WITH ALL FIRST OFFEN"DERS 

Marital Status 

Single • 

Married 

Age Distribution 

14-17 

18-21 

22-26 

. 

. 
. 
. 

. 

. 

Race Distribution 

White 

. 

. 

Negro . . . . 

. . 

. . 

. . 

Mexican and Indian 

Nature of Charge 

. . . . 

. . . . 

. . 

. . 

. . . 
. . 

. . . 

Per cent of 
the 

Sample 

. 

. 

. 

8 .5 

1.5 • • 

33 . 
46 . 
21 . 

78 • 

1.5 

. 

. 

. 

7 • • 

3 .5 

. 

. 

3 .5 • • • 

9 • • 

Burglary 

Larceny 

Robbery 

Forgery 

Escape. 

Assault 

. . . . . . . . . . . 6 . . . 
. . . . . . . . . 2 • . 

. . . 9 . . . 
Rape ••• . . 0 . . . 
All Others •. . . 4 . 

. 

. 

Per .cent of 
All First
Offenders 

• 80 

• • • 20 

. 2.5 

. .54 

. . . 21 

•• 79 

••• 19 

2 

. 30 

. . . . 27 

• 13 

. . . . 7 

. . .5 

. . . . 4 

. . . . 6 

. . . . 8 



CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Analysis of Sample. In Table I, the writer seeks to show 

that the inmates in the sample, i.e., those first-offenders 

who came to the institution between the first week in June and 

the first week of September, 1954, are characteristic of the 

total first-offender population. Reference to the table shows 

the sample to be slightly younger than the total group. Ei ght 

per cent more of the sample falls in the 14-17 age group and 

8 per cent less falls in the 18-21 a ge group, when compared 

with all first-offenders. Likewise, 8 per cent more of the 

sample than all first-offenders are charged with larceny. 

The three items mentioned constitute the greatest per

centage differences observed between the sample and the total 

population. Analysis, using a formula 13 for comparing per

centages, shows that this difference would be observed eighty

four times in one hundred comparisons. While this indicates 

a likelihood somewhat greater than chance, the frequency is 

not considered great enough to bias the sample. 

Analysis of Attitude Changes. Table II is presented for 

the purpose of facilitating comparison of percentages of in

mates in the sample which selected each statement, for each 

administration of the questionnaire. Rather than to repeat 

13Garrett, Henry E., Statistics In Psychology and Educa
tion. New York, Longmans, Green and Co., 1945, p. 2r;r; 

19 
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the statements under each item, the kind and degree of feel

ing which the statements were designed to express are substi

tuted to conserve spaceo Thus , categories labelled, "Very 

Friendly ,u "Friendly," "Indifferent," "Hostile , " and "Very 

Hostile , " are used with each attitude area. Small differences 

are frequently observed throughout the questionnaire . Larger 

and more meaningful differences are comparatively few. 

For purposes of statistical analysis , the percentages of 

"very friendly" answers were combined with the "friendly" 

answers. Likewise, the "hostile" answers were combined with 

the "very hostile" answers. Three reasons for this are sug

gested : First , it allows for individual differences of ex

pression. Two inmates with similar feelings will express 

them differently. However , if both are friendly , or both 

are hostile, their answers should be considered together. 

Second , it allows for small variations of an attitude within 

the same individual over a period of time. An inmate may 

select a "friendly11 statement at the first administration of 

the questionnaire , and at a later time choose a "very friend

ly" statement to express the same feeling or one closely re

lated to the original. The significant fact is not concerned 

with degree of feeling, but with whether it remains on the 

friendly side or moves to the hostile side of indifference. 

Like feelings are treated as one group . Third , the larger 

group, obtained by combining the percentages, tends to add 

to the validity of the study. 
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In swnmary , while the five statements filled a need for 

various shades of feeling during the giving of the question

naire , nothing is sacrificed, and some gains are made , in 

combining the groups for analysis . Not the degree, but the 

direction of the changes in feelings and attitudes, is being 

observed . 

Significant Differences . Of the twenty - three attitude 

areas observed , only eight showed changes of sufficient mag

nitude to be considered meaningful during the inmates' first 

stay at the Reformatory . In this study , it is considered that 

an observed difference is not significant unless it may be 

shown to app.ear approximately ninety times in each one hundred 

observations . The figures in this study were tested by use 

of a formula for comparing two uncorrelated percentages and 

arriving at a critical ratio . It was found , in this study , 

that differences of 10 per cent or more in two comparable 

figures indicated that the difference would be observed in 

ninety or more cases of each one hundred . 

Home Community and Friends . In the attitude area cover 

ing Home Community and Friends , feelings of inmates became 

noticeably more friendly within the first thirty days after 

commitment , or during the period between the first and sec

ond administrations of the questionnaire . A slight decrease 

in friendliness was observed some eight months later . How

ever , a net gain of 11 per cent in friendly responses indi 

cates that this improvement will occur ninety- three times in 
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TABLE II 

A COMPARISON, BY PERCENTAGES , OF THE NUMBER O TIMES 

EACH STATEI\IIEN"T WAS SELECTED BY THE SAI111PLE JI'OR THE 

THREE ADTuINISTRATIONS F THE ~uESTION AIRE 

Administrations of Questionnaire 
I. Society as a Whole First Se cond Third 

A. Immediate Family 
1. Father 

Very friendly . . • 4810 46o/o 46% 
Friendly . . . . . 28 32 26 
Indifferent . . . . . 17 22 28 
Hostile . . • . • • 7 0 0 
Very hostile . . . 0 0 0 

2. Mother 
Very friendly . . . 50 50 46 
Friendly . . . . . 26 31 33 
Indifferent . . 13 13 15 
Hostile . . . . . . 9 4 4 
Very hostile . . . 2 2 2 

3. Brothers and Sisters 
Very friendly . . • 44 43 52 
Friendly . . . . . 24 22 22 
Indifferent . . • . 28 31 20 
Hostile . . . . . 0 4 4 4 
Very hostile . . . 0 0 2 

B. Home Comm.unity and Friends 
Very friendly . . • 56 52 41 
Fr iendly . . . . . 22 39 48 
Indifferent . . . . 13 7 9 
·Hostile . . . . . . 7 2 2 
Very hostile . . . 2 0 0 

c. Society in General 
Very friendly . . . 26 22 28 
Friendly . . . . . 59 72 50 
Indifferent . . . . 9 2 18 
Hostile • . . . . . 4 4 4 
Very hostile . . . 2 0 0 

D. Business Associates 
Very friendly . . . 39 48 30 
Friendly . . . . . 46 37 48 
Indif ferent . . . . 11 13 22 
Hostile . . . . . . 4 0 0 
Very hostile . . . 0 2 0 
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TABLE II (Continued) 

Administrations of Questionnaire 
II. Education First Second Third 

A. Schools 
1. Subject matter 

Very friendly . . . 30 32 35 
Friendly • . . . . 48 39 35 
Indifferent . . . . 7 9 17 
Hostile . • . . . • 9 9 9 
Very hostile . . . 6 11 4 

2. Teachers 
Very friendly . • < • 22 30 24 
Friendly • . . . . 50 46 50 
Indifferent . . . . 6 4 11 
Hostile . . . . . . 20 11 13 
Very hostile . . . 2 9 2 

3. Activities 
Very friendly . . . 59 44 37 
Friendly • • . . . 20 28 39 
Indifferent . . . . 15 22 18 
Hostile . . . . . • 2 2 4 
Very hostile . • . 4 4 2 

B. Vocational Schools 
Very friendly . . . 24 33 32 
Friendly . • . . . 41 41 32 
Indifferent . . . . 31 24 32 
Hostile . • . . . . 2 0 4 
Very hostile . . . 2 2 0 

III. Work 
A. Physical or other work 

Very friendly . • . 20 44 50 
Friendly • . . • • 74 50 42 
Indifferent . . . • 4 2 2 
Hostile • . • • . • 2 4 4 
Very hostile . • • 0 0 2 

B. Vocational plans 
Very friendly . . • 52 57 61 
Friendly . • • • . 37 35 33 
Indifferent • . . • 7 4 4 
Hostile . . . • . . 0 2 0 
Very hostile . . . 4 2 2 
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TABLE II (Continued) 

Administrations of Questionnaire 
IV. Gov er runent First Second Third 

A. Law 
Very friendly . • . 50 .50 46 
Friendly . . • . . 37 35 37 
Indifferent . . . • 13 11 13 
Hostile . . . . .. . 0 4 2 
Very hostile . . . . 0 0 2 

B. Officers of the law 
1. Enforcement officers 

Very friendly . . • 44 3 5 44 
Friendly . . . . . . • 37 37 30 
Indifferent • • 13 1.5 17 
Hostile . . . . 2 9 2 
Very hostile . . . • 4 4 7 

2. The Judge 
Very friendly . . . 28 29 28 
Friendly . . • . • • 48 39 31 
Indifferent . . • • 18 26 26 
Hostile . . . . . • 4 4 13 
Very hostile . . . . 2 2 2 

3. Parole Officers 
Very friendly . . • 28 31 32 
Friendly . . • . • • 3.5 39 31 
Indifferent . . . . 33 26 33 
Hostile . . . • 0 4 2 
Very hostile . . . . 4 0 2 

c. The Institution 
1. The Program 

Very friendly • . • 3 .5 33 22 
Friendly . . . . . • 59 43 39 
Indifferent . . • . 6 11 26 
Hostile . . • . . • 0 0 7 
Very hostile . . . . 0 13 6 

2. Detail officers and guards 
Very friendly . . • 28 22 17 
Friendly • . • . . . 41 54 39 
Indifferent . . . . 24 7 22 
Hostile . . • • . . 7 13 9 
Very hostile . • . . 0 4 13 
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TABLE II (Continued) 

Administrations of Questionnaire 
First Second Third 

3. Other inmates 
Very friendly . . . 22 32 24 
Friendly . • . . . . 26 3.5 41 
Indifferent • . 48 17 11 
Hostile . . . • 2 9 9 
Very hostile . • . • 2 7 1.5 

4. Incarceration 
Very friendly . . • 15 13 13 
Friendly . • . . . • .59 .54 61 
Indifferent 

: 
15 18 9 . . . . 

Hostile • . 0 . . • 9 11 15 
Very hostile . . . • 2 4 2 

v. Intangibles 
A. Reasons for being at K.S.I.R. 

Very friendly • • . 59 46 55 
Friendly . . . . . 

t • 33 39 3.5 
Indifferent . • 2 2 2 
Hostile . . . . . . 2 11 4 
Very hostile . . . . 4 2 4 

B. Citizenship 
Very friendly • . . 31 39 48 
Friendly . . . . . • 41 33 26 
Indifferent • . • . 28 24 24 
Hostile . . • . . • 0 2 0 
Very hostile . . . • 0 2 2 

c. Religion 
Very friendly . . • 35 37 3 .5 
Friendly • . • . • • 61 .59 50 
Indifferent . . . • 2 2 11 
Hostile . . . . 2 0 2 
Very hostile . . 0 2 2 
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each one hundred cases. At the same time, a slight decrease 

in hostility was seen. 

Society in General. The measurement of feelings of the 

inmates toward people in general showed a net loss of 7 per 

cent in friendly responses over the nine-months period. While 

this figure is statistically unmeaningful, it is interesting 

to note that an increase of 9 per cent in friendly responses 

at the end of thirty days was followed by a very meaningful 

loss of 16 per cent in friendly responses at the end of nine 

months. 

Vocational Schools. A gain of 9 per cent in responses 

friendly toward vocational school training was noted at the 

time of the second questionnaire. It will be recalled that 

this measure was recorded soon after the inmates were assigned 

to work details. Again, a statistically significant figure 

was recorded near the end of the study, when a drop of 10 per 

cent in friendly responses was noted. Net result was a loss 

of one per cent in friendly responses. 

The Judge. In the two administrations of the question

naire which followed the first measurement, responses friend

ly toward the judge showed losses of 8 and 9 per cent respec

tively. The net loss of 17 per cent indicates that one may 

expect to observe this difference in ninety-six of each one 

hundred cases. While this area was losing in friendly re

sponses, it was gaining in hostile answers in an amount ap

proaching a significant level. 
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The Institution Program. Feelings toward the institution 

program worsened during the period of incarceration. Mean

ingful losses of 18 per cent and 15 per cent respectively in 

friendly answers in the two repetitions of the questionnaire 

resulted in the greatest loss of such responses of all the 

attitude areas studied. The total loss in friendly answers 

of 33 per cent indicates that this difference will be observed 

in excess of 99.9 per cent of all cases. This was accompanied 

by an increase of 13 per cent in hostile responses during the 

period, indicating that this difference will be noted in 96.5 

per cent of such groups . 

Detail Officers and Guards . Net loss of 13 per cent in 

friendly responses and net gain of 15 per cent in hostile an

swers were recorded in attitude changes of inmates toward de

tail officers and guards during incarceration. From this we 

learn that fewer than four times in one hundred would these 

differences not be observed. 

Other Inmates. An interesting observation in the area of 

attitudes toward other inmates is the general movement in both 

directions away from indifference. After having indicated in 

the first questionnaire that they knew few other inmates, 

feelings of those sampled became both more friendly and more 

hostile. A meaningful gain of 17 per cent in friendly re

sponses and an even greater gain of 20 per cent in hostile 

responses were observed. 

Religion. Final attitude area in which the feelings of 

inmates showed a significant change was religion. Here, no 
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change was recorded at the end of thirty days, but after nine 

months , friendly responses showed a loss of 11 per cent . 

Trends in Other Areas. Attitude changes in three of the 

areas observed are characterized by movement away from the 

extremes and in the direction of indifference. These areas 

are: Father, Mother, and Business Associates . One area, 

Brothers and Sisters, showed that attitude changed in an op

posite direction, away from the indifferent category and to

ward both friendly and hostile classifications. These changes 

were slight trends and not meaningful differences. 

Other attitude areas studied show no trends in either 

direction except for that of Law, in which more hostility was 

observed at the end of confinement. 

Table III gives a comparison of the significant findings 

of this study in terms of gains and losses of friendly and 

hostile statements for the various attitude areas. 
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TABLE III 

A COMPARISON OF SIGNIFICANT DIFF1ERENCES IN PERCENTAGES 

OF FRIENDLY AND HOSTILE STATEiv1ENTS SELECTED BY IN1V1.ATES 

DURING THE THREE ADMI NISTRATIONS OF THE Q,UESTIONNAI RE . * 

Administrations of the Questionnaire 
1st & 2nd 2nd & 3rd 1st & 3rd 

Home Community and Friends 
Friendly . . . . . . • +13 - 2 +11 

Society in General 
Friendly . • . . . . • + 9 - 16 - 7 

Vocational Schools 
Friendly • . . . . . . -t 9 - 10 - 1 

The Judge 
Friendly . . . . . . . - 8 - 9 - 17 

The Institution Program 
Friendly . . . - 18 - 15 - 33 
Hostile • . . . . +13 0 +13 

Detail Officers and Guards 
Friendly . . . .. 7 - 20 -13 
Hostile . . . . . . . 10 + 5 +15 

Other Inmates 
Friendly • • . . . fl9 - 2 +17 
Hostile . . . il2 + 8 t20 

Religion 
Friendly . . . . . . . 0 - 11 - 11 

* The figures in each column indicate the increase or decrease 
in percentages of the latter over the former questionnaire. 



DISCUSSION OF DATA 

Several important, and perhaps revealing, facts are seen 

in the results of this study: 

First, attitudes recorded were significantly less friend

ly or more hostile at the end of the study than at the begin

ning in five areas. These areas were: The Judges; The In

stitution Program; Detail Officers and Guards; Other Inmates; 

and Religion. In two areas, attitudes were significantly 

more friendly at the end of the study than at the beginning: 

Home Community and Friends and Other Inmates. In three areas, 

substantial gains in _friendly answers at the end of thirty 

days.were followed by significant losses at the end of the 

study. These areas were Society in General; Vocational 

Schools; and Detail Officers and Guards. 

Further, the areas in which the greatest losses in 

friendly feelings were observed are the areas with which the 

inmates were closely associated; namely, the Institution Pro

gram; Other Inmates; and Detail Officers and Guards. Also in 

this group is the area involving the judges who sentenced the 

inmates to the institution. 

Interpreta tion. Si nce t he purpose of the present study 

is only to identify which of certain inmate attitudes change, 

and the direction of t he change, during incarceration, not a ll 

of t hese findi ngs can be interpreted, in the sense of offering 

30 
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explanations a nd me aning s , without furthe r study . For exampl e, 

int erpr e t a ti on of increase in host ili t y di re cted a t the inst i 

tution program and detail officers and guards , which is clear 

ly seen in this study , requires the answers to at least t wo 

additional questions : 1 . \!hat specific aspect of these atti 

tude areas are the causes of the hostility? 2 . ~hat are the 

results of hostility in inmate behavior , both during confine 

ment and after parole? This study does not provide these an

swers . 

Informal discussions preceding and following the giving 

of the questionnaires brought out one fact whi ch has been em

phasized by Rasmussen and others; i . e ., the inmates hate the 

indeterminate sentence . They fe e l t hat they can undergo al

most any kind of punishment for bad behavior at the institu

tion except additional time before they are permitted to see 

a parole board . It was Quite clear , also , that hostility is 

generated from the inmates ' belief that: 1 . ot all inmates 

are learning trades which wil l help to rehabilitate them 

after parole . 2 . They are treated too much as convicts and 

not as persons of some self respe ct who a re confined for pur 

poses of rehabilitation . These observations are offered to 

i llustrate the f act that hosti lity is d irected at specific 

aspects of an attitude a rea . Whether or not changes in these 

aspects would be desirable , t he aspects themselves can be · 

identified . 

The following interpretations of observed attitu~e changes 

are the consider ed opinions of the author after conducting 
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several informal discussions with the inmate sample. They 

have not been scientifically studied. 

It would appear, on the surface at least, that the ll

sults of hostility would be more difficult, but not impossi

ble, to describe after additional study. Bearing in mind 

that the stated purpose of the Reformatory is to rehabilitate 

its inmates, it might be safe to assume that hostility toward 

all phases of the institution is desirable to the extent that 

it prompts inmates to behave in a way that will earn for them 

a quick parole and keep them on the outside. Conversely, 

hostility would be undesirable to the extent that it leads 

to behavior which prevents quick rehabilitation. 

While it is generally agreed that a large majority of 

first-offender inmates strongly resents the restrictions of 

life behind bars, it is not uncommon to find a returned parole 

violator who fears the uncertainty of life outside the walls, 

and clings to the security of the regulated life. ·In these 

cases, unacceptable behavior which will prolong his stay may 

be motivated by a friendly attitude toward the institution. 

Just as observed behavior is not always a good indicator 

of inmate attitude, attitude cannot be used to judge the ade

quacy or appropriateness of the Kansas State Industrial Reform

atory program. A study would likely reveal tha t some phases 

of the attitude areas represented by the institution program 

and detail officers and guards, which drew hostile responses 

from inmates, should be adjusted to speed up rehabilitation. 
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Others should remain unchanged. 

Interpretation of attitude changes toward other inmates 

is more easily accomplished. Inmates who come to the Re

formatory as strangers, and who indicate neutral responses 

upon entry, are quickly accepted or rejected by primary Re

formatory groups. These associations lead to strong feelings 

of friendship or hostility, with the unhappy circumstances of 

the meeting serving as the catalytic agent. The result of 

study in this area was discovery of significant differences 

in both friendly and hostile directions at the end of one 

month. 

The marked loss in friendly responses toward the judges 

who sentenced the irunates, in both the second and third ques

tionnaires, is thought to be due to two causes: 1. A natural, 

growing hostility toward the person whom they feel is directly 

responsible for their present state of existence. 2. Disil

lusiorunent. The fact was brought out ·in group discussion that 

the inmate is sometimes made to feel that those who have him 

in charge prior to his commitment are his friends, working 

for his own good, and that "life in the Reformatory isn't too 

bad." Then, when he arrives he is given only brief personal 

attention before being consigned to the "swallowing up" proc

ess. Once he is assigned to a work detail, he becomes one 

number among many , and he feels totally for gotten by those 

who were "working for his own good. 11 

An interesting contrast is seen in the two attitude areas, 

Home Community and Friends, and Society in General. In the 
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former area , the significant gain in friendly responses may 

indicate the results of reflection by inmates after their 

arrival . Some will recall the opportunities to make good 

and the usecond chances 11 given them in their home towns and 

will look forward to a return with a mild feeling of friend 

liness . On the other hand , the heavy loss of friendly an

swers in the latter area on the third questionnaire may re 

flect the bitterness and discouragement that sometimes ac 

company the first Reformatory experience . These same feel 

ings may account for the meaningful loss in friendly responses 

to religion in the third questionnaire . These theories , of 

course , have not been tested in t his study . 

The strong gain in friendly responses to vocational 

training at the end of one month was followed by a slightly 

greater loss of such answers at the end of nine months . It 

is believed that inmates associated their Reformatory work 

assignment with this attitude area. The drop in friendliness 

would reflect dissatisfaction with the work detail to which 

they were presently assigned or their lack of progress with 

the work . 

Conclusions and Recommendations . ne ma y conclude f rom 

this study that attitudes of some first-offender inmates at 

the Kansas State Industrial Reformatory do change during in

carceration . Further, the significant changes are in those 

areas with which the inmates are in closest contact and are 

in the direction of increased hostility . 
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Since comparatively few influences from outside the in

stitution are brought to bear upon inmates, we may further 

conclude that the changes mentioned above are probably due 

to the institution program, policies, and practices. 

If an effort were to be made in the direction of better 

rehabilitation of the inmate body, it would seem worthwhile 

to do additional study in the fields of causes, nature, and 

results of the hostility observed. A study of causes might 

reveal weaknesses in the program of training or discipline 

which could be strengthened; a study of the nature of the 

hostility might disclose a correlation, or lack of correla

tion, between observed hostility and rehabilitation. Final

ly, a study of the results of hostility could aid materially 

in charting a program of changes aimed at improved rehabili

tation, by pointing out the areas in which hostility resulted 

in bad parole behavior. 

A fact which should not be forgotten is that in all 

areas, even those in which hostility increased in significant 

percentages, a substantial majority of the inmate sample 

still selected more friendly responses than neutral and un

friendly responses combined on all three questionnaires. 

This seems to point to the fact that, whether or not the Re

formatory program is meeting the rehabilitative needs of most 

of the inmates, it is creating hostility in a comparatively 

small percentage of the inmates. 

A closing recommendation, based upon the observations 

above, is that a plan be devised whereby each inmate's 



individuality may be preserved during his stay at the Reforma

tory . Physical care of the inmates is apparently good . Meas

ures of mental capacity are now taken for each inmate. In ad

dition, tests of aptitudes and weaknesses and an inventory of 

interests should be given at the beginning of the sentence and 

the results used in the interests of the inmate both at K.S.I. 

R. and after parole. This additional information about each 

inmate, coupled with the privilege of fre quent counseling in

terviews, would be a strong factor in combatting hostility . 

Such a plan, which would minister to the individual needs of 

each inmate, would not be difficult in an institution where 

the ratio of employee to inmate is greater than 1:5 . The 

plan of individualized treatment could best be administered 

under an arrangement in which inmates in different stages of 

delinquency could be segregated from each other . 



CHAPTER VI 

SilliilVIAR Y 

In this study, the author has sought to learn what the 

Reformatory experience does to first-offender inmates in the 

area of attitudes. Specifically, the goal has been to iden

tify the attitude areas and objects toward which inmate at 

titudes change, and to note the direction of change; from 

hostile to friendly, or friendly to hostile. 

In an effort to make the study as valid and as objective 

as possible, a Thurstone-type questionnaire was used. The 

inmate sample, approximately 15 per cent of the first-offend

er population, was presented with twenty-three attitude areas 

common to virtually everyone. Within each area, five state

ments, designed to express five separate degrees of feeling 

ranging from ver y friendly to very hostile, were offered. 

The inmates were asked simply to place -an "xlf before the 

statement which most nearly expressed his feeling toward 

each area or object. He was asked to make no other mark on 

the paper which might identify the inmate~ 

The same questionnaire was administered three times to 

the inmate sample. The first questionnaire was given within 

a week after the inmate was committed to the institution. 

The second was given about a month later, after the inmate 

had been assigned to a work detail. The last questionnaire 

came about eight months later, prior to each inmate's first 

meeting with the parole board. Responses were tallied and 
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percentages computed for each response of each administration 

of the questionnaire. 

Attitudes held by inmates after nine months of Reforma

tory life were found to be significantly more hostile than at 

the time of commitment in five areas. In two areas, inmates 

held attitudes which were significantly more friendly . A 

formula for comparing differences in percentages was used to 

identify the statistically significant changes in feeling. 

The study has shown that hostility in significant amounts 

develops during confinement toward the attitude objects with 

which inmates are in close contact . These are the Institution 

Program, Detail Officers and Guards , and Other Inmates . Also 

in this group are judges who sentenced the inmates , and the 

general area of reli gion . 

in friendly feelings are: 

Other Inmates . 

Areas showing meaningful increases 

Home Comm.unity and Friends , and 

Results of the study suggest a need for additional in-

formation about the causes, the nature , and the results of 

the observed hostility . They also point to a need for more 

personalized treatment of individual inmates if the purpose 

of confinement is the rehabilitation of inmates . 



APPENDIX A. SAMPLE UESTIONNAIRE 

Kansas State Industrial Reformatory 
Attitude Questionnaire 

Hutchinson, Kansas 
1954- 1955 

I . Society as a whole . 
A . Immediate family 

1. Father 
{ ) He was a fine man , a real friend . I admired him 

a great deal . 
( ) He helped me quite a bit whi le I wa s growing up . 
( ) My Dad and I never had much to do with each other . 
( ) I used to have some arguments with my dad. 
( ) My dad and I fought a lot . We just couldn't get 

along . 

2 . 
( ) 

Mother 
My Mother and I got along well . She really under
stood me . 

( 
( 

( 
( 

[other was a big help to us children . 
Aother didn't care much about where we were or 
what we did . 
Mother na gged me a lot . She didn't understand me . 
I never could get along with my Mother. We argue-d 
all the time . 

3. Brothers and Sisters 
( ) I had lots of good times with my brothers and sisters . 
( ) My brothers and sisters were good to me . 
{ ) I didn't see much of my brothers and sisters around 

home . 
) I argued quite a lot with my brothers arid sisters . 
) I couldn't stand to be around my brothers and sisters . 

We always had fi ghts . 

B. Home Community and Friends . 
( ) There are a lot of fine people in my home town. I 

liked living there . 
( ) I had some good friends at home . 
( ) I never seemed to belong in my home town. 
( ) It seemed that I was always getting in trouble at 

home . 
Tuy home town was full of crooks. I never want to 
go back . 

C. ociety in general 
( ) l ost people are good . They are willin•g to do anything 

to help a fellow . 
Some people I have known have helped me quite a bit . 
I'm just as well off if I don't expect help from 
anyone . 

) There are mighty few friendly people in the world . 
) Most people are mean . They try to get others in 

trouble . 
39 
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D. Business Associates 
( ) The man I worked for was one of the best friends 

I had . 
) The boss helped me when I was getting started. 
) I didn't care much about the people I worked for . 
) My employer expected too much . I just couldn't 

get along with him. 
My boss looked for ways to get me in trouble. I 
never had a chance to make good . 

II . Education 
A. Schools 

1 . Subject matter 
( ) I liked most all my subjects and thought school 

was interesting . 
) I enjoyed some of my classes while in school . 
) I didn ' t care whether I was in school or somewhere 

else . 

2 . 
( ) 

) 
) 
) 

) 

3 . 
( ) 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

( 

School was awfully dull . I was always glad when 
it was out . 
I hated school . I could hardly wait until I was 
old enough to ~uit . 

Teachers 
I got along fine with my teachers . They understood 
me . 
Some of my teachers helped me . 
The teachers didn't seem to notice me . 
I was usually in trouble with one or more of my 
teachers . 
My teachers had it in for me . They seemed to pick 
on me all the time . 

Activities 
Activities were the best part of school . I took 
part whenever I could . 
I went to some of the school functions . 
I didn't care for school activities . 
School activities bored me . They are a waste of 
time . 
Activities run the school . Only snobs and rich 
kids take part . 

B. Vocational Schools 
( ) Vocational training was the best part of school. 

I learned a lot . 
I liked vocational subjects . 
I wasn ' t interested in vocational subjects . 
I didn't like vocational subjects. It was too 
much like work . 
I just couldn't get along in vocational subjects . 
I hated to go to class . 
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III . Work 
A. Physical or other work 

( ) It is a privilege to work . Everyone should want 
to work for a living . 

( ) I would like to learn a good trade and stay with 
it . 

( ) I suppose I'll always have to work for a living . 
( ) I would like to find a way to keep from working . 
( ) Only slaves and dummies have to work . I intend 

to find a way to keep out of it . 

B. Vocational Plans 
( ) I want to make plans to follow a good trade the 

rest of my life . You have to work for what you 
get . 

) A fellow ought to learn a trade and work at it . 
) One job is about as good as another . 
) Fellows who learn a trade don't get along any 

bet ter than those who don ' t . 
A trade and a steady job are handicaps. A fellow 
needs to be free to move around . 

IV . Government 
A. Law 

( ) Laws are a necessary part of our government . Every
one should obey them and help to enforce them. 

( Laws are made to help people . They should be re 
pected . 

( Laws are necessar y but an awful nuisance . 
( Most laws are unnecessary and are just passed to 

keep people from having fun . 
( There are no good laws . The country would be bet-

ter off without any . 

B. Officers of the law 
1 . Enforcement officers 

( ) Policemen really intend to help people . I had 
plenty of "breaks . " 

( ) Some policemen are friendly . 
( ) I don ' t have anything against the cops . 
( ) Cops act like spies . They try to catch you doing 

something wrong . 
) The whole police force is a bunch of crooks. You 

can't beat politics . 

2 . 
( ) 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

The Judge 
I felt the judge was my fri end . He gav e me the 
"breaks . " 
The judge did his best . I don't blame him. 
The judge didn't pay much attention to me . 
The judge had it in for me . I never got a nbreak . " 
Judges are all crooked. It just takes money to get 
justice . · 
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3. Parole officers 
( ) The parole officer is a fellow ' s best friend . I ' ll 

see him as often as I can when I get out . 
) The parole officer can do a fellow a lot of good . 
) So far as I know , parole officers are OK . 
) Parole officers are snoopers . My officer will have 

to look me up when he wants me . 
) Parole officers just try to get parolees in trouble. 

They want to send you back , just to make an impres
sion . 

C. The Institution 
1. The Program 

( ) There are a lot of interest i ng and us eful things to 
do here . If a fellow doesn't learn some of them 
it ' s his own fault . 

2 . 
( ) 

( 

( 

3. 
( ) 

( ) 
( ) 

I think an inmate can learn some things here that 
will help him on the outside . 
Some things we do here help a fellow . Others are 
not so good . 
Judging from what I've seen around here , we don't 
learn a thing . 
The institution doesn't help anyone . This whole 
business of rehabilitation is a farce . 

Detail officers and guards 
The officers here are fine men . They will help 
inmates when called on . 
Most of the officers are OK . They try to help 
inmates . 
Officers don't "write you up" unless you're asking 
f or it . 
Officers have a bad attitude . They like to write 
you up for practically nothing . 
The officers are the real crooks . I think they 
try to make you "pull hard time . " 

Other inmates 
Most of the inmates are good fellows . They have 
given me a lot of help . 
Some inmates don't belong here . They would go 
straight if they had a chance . 
I don't know very many other inmates . 
A fellow has to be careful or he'll get "messed 
up" by other inmates . They like to get you in 
trouble . 
If y ou aren't a criminal when you get here, you 
soon learn to be one from the other inmates . 



4. 
( ) 
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Incarceration 
I don't mind being here. We get everything free-
even picture shows, and don't have to work very 
hard, either. 
It's not so bad here. At least I'll stay out of 
more trouble while I have time to think things over. 
I'll get along anywhere, inside or outside. 
My future is spoiled. I'll be called a convict, or 
an ex-convict, from now on. 
I'll be worse when I get out. I want to get even 
with everybody. 

V. Intangibles 
A. Reasons for being at K.S.I.R. 

( ) I had plenty of chances to go straight. It's my 
own fault I'm here. 

( ) With a little help I can go straight after this. 
( ) My deal just didn't work out, and they caught up 

with me. 
The only difference between me and a lot of people 
on the outside is that I got caught. 
The real crooks are the guys that sent me here. I 
never had a chance to go straight. 

B. Citizenship 
( ) Everyone should be a good citizen. This means 

( 
( 

( 

( 

obedience to law and honesty in all dealings. 
Honesty is the best policy. 
I treat other people about as well as they treat 
me. 
It's all right to break some laws if you don't get 
caught. 
I'm out to do as I please and get all I -can, and 
nobody's going to stop me . · 

c. Religion 
( ) Religion can help anyone to go straight. I intend 

to work in the church when I get out. 
( ) A fellow has a better chance of going straight if 

he belongs to the church. 
( Religion is just for those that need it. It might 

help some people . 
Religion is just a product of _the imagination. It 
has no real value. 
Religion is a dangerous superstitution. I t isn't 
real, so it couldn't help anybody, regardless of 
what he expects . 
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